The validity of the Bardeen·-Cooper-Schrieffer variational method is reexamined for two nuclear model cases, one resembling the system of deformed nuclei and the other spherical nuclei. For simplicity, a constant-pairingforce approximation is adopted. The projected BCS wave functions compare badly with the exact wave functions at pairing force strength around the critical force strength, and only for sufficiently strong pairing forces, does the BCS method seem to approach the exact. For the spherical case, the average value of the pair operator (~) is also calculated over a wide range of force strength, and the general behavior is found to be consistent with the results obtained on the wave function components. Finally the errors in eigenvalues are computed, and discussions are given as to the possible sources of the deviations.
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been a considerable amount of work devoted to the examination of the superconductivity theory of Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS), 1 and of Bogoliubov 2 applied to nuclear structure problems. The BCS variational approach (or eg_uivalently Bogoliubov lowest-order "compensation" method) seems the best for larger pairing-force strength and large number of particles. It is well known that the ordinary BCS wave functions fail to conserve the number of particles. Attention has been given to the improved wave functions obtained by taking only those components of the BCS wave function which conserve the particle number.3 There is generally a lowering in eigenvalue accompanying the projection procedure.
We will be mainly concerned here with an examination of the errors remaining after projecting the proper particle number components from lowest BCS solutions of some simple systems. Comparison is made with exact solutions over a wide range of pairing-force strength. We use only a simple constant pairing-force Hamiltonian and do not consider higher-order corrections to BCS solutions sUch as admixture of 4-g_uasi-particle components.
First, we examine a half-filled system with the nucleon pairs in six eg_ually spaced levels. Such a system has some similarity to those in deformed nuclei.
Second, we study in greater detail the case of two orbitals with the same pair degeneracy D, and with D pairs of nucleons. In particular we study the case of D = 5 (we call this a "symmetric case"), We shall also examine an unsymmetric case where Duf.D £. For example, Du =3, D p_=4, with four pairs of nucleons.
These systems all have in common the feature that below a certain critical pairing force strength there is no non-trivial BCS solution. That is, at low force strength the BCS approximation gives no configuration mixing whatsoever, obviously a serious defect. From simple perturbation theory it is clear that no matter how small the residual force is, there will always be some configuration mixing. This spurious "threshold" behavior is not exhibited by BCS solutions for systems where a partly-filled degenerate level lies at the Fermi surface. Thus the well:..studied system of a single, partly.
filled degenerate orbital does not exhibit this "threshold" behavior.
II. A REVIEW OF BCS SOLUTIONS
This section is intended to define the notations. Let us take the convention of writing a complete set of quantum numbers by Greek letters, and all except the magnetic quantum number by Roman letters, i.e., a = (n £ j m .
•. ), and a= (n £ j .
•. ). In this notation, the BCS reduced · ' 1 a a a a ' 1 a a a
Hamiltonian is given by (for constant force strength)
where the fermion operator a a
Using the trial wave function
(1) satisfies the usual anticommutation rule.
a variational calculation yields equations for determining the parameters u and v
In spherical representation, the summation index a is replaced by a Roman index, while multiplying the. summand by n a should then be in Roman letters. 
2'
All the subscripts
The non-linear equation (3) We consider here a system with three pairs of nucleons in six doubly degenerate levels; this is a case rather similar to those in deformed nuclei.
The BCS equations then yield six independent parameters The exact solution, which amounts to diagonalizing the reduced Hamiltonian (1) exactly, has twenty components. The wave function then has the form with 'I' ex
If we label the levels as 
In Figs. 1 through 3 are given the ratios of amplitudes for both the BCS and exact solutions. We have taken-six equally spaced levels each separated by 100 keV. 
;I_ I:
=~I:
where n(a) = j + 1/2, a and a >·0 restricts the summation over only positi ve magnetic quantum numbers ( I = )
) while a goes over both a> 0 a,m > 0 a positive and negative values. In the operators of (10), we have for (1)
In the strong-coupling limit (g >> 1, where E is an average level spacing)
and in the weak-coupling limit, only the kinetic energy term remains 8 For our purpose, it is more convenient to choose the m-representation and assign the quantum numbers as folJ.owing: suppose we have a configuration given by
which yields for (16) wave function of the form
The seniority quantum number is related to the quantity given above by
Thus the ground state of even-particle system is given by This is, of course, physically rather obvious, since one knows that the two states (in the bra and ket) could differ by at most two·particles.
If we put Da =Db = 5, N = 10; €a -Eb = € in the "symmetric"
example w·e get a matrix of the form
For a slightly "non-symmetric" case with Da = 4, Db = 3, N = 8, we have
Let us consider the behavior atlarge and small G of the lowest state eigenfunction of Eq. (11). For small G first order perturbation theory (i.e., Q_<< 1), we get by In the strong-pairing-force limit ( ~ >> 1), the "J-scheme" diagonalizes the matrix and hence we have (cr · + -n)
As we shall see later, this high-G limit coincides with the BCS method.
B. The BCS Solutions
In the case where Q = Q = Q £ u and the number of particles makes the system half filled, the chemical potential /1. lies exactly half way between upper and lower levels. If we measure the single-particle energy from /1. = 0,
are readily obtained.
Therefore the solutions of the set of BCS equations
From Eq. (25), we see that in order for 6. to be real, the condition should
Thus the BCS solution breaks down for pairing force smaller than ...
t._:
• ') 
If -we specialize -with the symmetric t-wo-level case, the result becomes simple.
Letting na =Db= D. , and Pa + Pb = n (Pa + Pb is the total number of pairs). states of nuclear matter is clearly an artificial feature of the BCS approximation~ for the size of our system is comparable to those in real nuclei.
The errors in energy are plotted in Fig. 10 . The general trend is similar to Fig. 4 for the non-degenerate example with one anomaly in Fig. 10 .
As was seen before, the amplitudes of the wave functions from the two methods cross over in a narrow range of pairing-strength. As Fig. 10 shows, the G value where the first order amplitudes cross is about the same G value at which the error plot from the projected solution shows a strange dip. The projected solution has the maximum error very near the critical pairingstrengt~, a somewhat different feature from the non-degenerate case.
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